Abstract. This paper introduces a new two-level error tagset, AALETA (Alfaifi Atwell Leeds Error Tagset for Arabic), to be used for annotating the Arabic Learner Corpora (ALC). The new tagset includes six broad classes, subdivided into 37 more specific error types or subcategories. It is easily understood by Arabic corpus error annotators. AALEETA is based on an existing error tagset for Arabic corpora, ARIDA, created by Abuhakema et al. [1] , and a number of other error-analysis studies. It was used to annotate texts of the Arabic Learner Corpus [2] . The paper shows the tagset broad classes and types or subcategories and an example of annotation. The understandability of AALETA was measured against that of ARIDA, and the preliminary results showed that AALETA achieved a slightly higher score. Annotators reported that they preferred using AALETA over ARIDA.
Introduction
The benefits of learner error annotation are multi-faceted and extend to fields such as Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis (CIA), learner dictionary making, Second Language Acquisition, and designing pedagogical materials. CIA is still one of the most frequently used approaches for analyzing a learner corpus, as it enables researchers to observe a wide range of instances of underuse, overuse, and misuse of various aspects of the learner language at different levels: lexis, discourse and syntax [3] . Analyzing errors will also enable researchers and educators to understand the interlanguage errors caused by L1 transfer, learning strategies and overgeneralization of L1 rules. Secondly, learner corpora were -and still are -used to compile or improve learner dictionary contents, particularly by identifying the most common errors learners make, and then providing dictionary users with more details at the end of relevant entries. These errors are indicated in words, phrases, or language structures, along with the ways in which a word or an expression can be used correctly and incorrectly [3, 4] . Also, error-tagged learner corpora are useful resources to measure the extent to which learners can improve their performance in various aspects of the target language [4, 5] . Compilers of longitudinal learner corpora usually include this goal in their aims. Examples of these include the LONGDALE project: LONGitudinal DAtabase of Learner English [6] , Barcelona Age Factor [7] , and the ASU corpus [8] . Finally, analyzing learners' errors may be beneficial for pedagogical purposes such as instructional teaching materials development. It can, for instance, help in developing materials that are more appropriate to learners' proficiency levels and in line with their linguistic strengths and weaknesses.
Rationale for developing a new tagset for Arabic learner corpora
The classification of errors in Arabic texts should take into account the nature of the different aspects of linguistic description (e.g., lexis, morphology, syntax, semantics, etc.), and the tagset used for this classification should be readily understandable. ". Further, most of the morphological categories describe the error place and not the type. The sole exception is Inflection confusion " ‫الخلط‬ ‫في‬ ‫,"التصريف‬ which describes an essential morphological error in Arabic learner production. In the Form/spelling category, Abuhakema lists important error types, like hamza ‫"الهمزة"‬ ‫)ء(‬ and tanwin ‫"التنوين"‬ ( ً ً ً), but neglects some others, like tā' mutatarrifa
Basis of AALETA development
As a result of the above limitations, we developed another error taxonomy based on ARIDA and other error-analysis studies [13] [14] [15] [16] . The reason for relying on the ARIDA tagset is that it includes two comprehensively well-described categories, Style and Punctuation. The other four studies investigate different real types of error in Arabic learner production using the bottom-up method where they analyzed their own samples then extracted the corresponding error-type lists. These studies do not aim to develop an error-type tagset to be used for further projects, such as learner corpora. Nonetheless, their error taxonomies are valid and adaptable since they include significant and comprehensive classes of learner error. Furthermore, we cannot overlook the authenticity of the texts from which these error types are derived; which adds to the validity of their taxonomies. The following is a brief overview:  Alosaili [13] investigates errors of Arabic learners in their spoken production. His list of errors consists of three main classes: phonological, syntactic, and lexical errors, with sub-types under each domain. Some of these types are included in the tagset proposed in this study, specifically those related to orthography, as they were well-formed and cover clearly significant types.  Alateeq [14] focuses on semantic errors and extracts a detailed list of them, which is adapted in the proposed tagset. Aside from these semantic errors, the study also lists several phono-orthographical, morphological, and syntactic types of error.  Alhamad [15] focuses on the writing production of advanced level Arabic learners, and concludes with a list of error categories: phonological, orthographical, morphological, syntactic, and semantic errors. The most comprehensive errors are under orthography and syntax, which are added to the tagset we created.  Alaqeeli [16] examines learners' written errors in a particular type of sentence: a verbal sentence " ‫الج‬ ‫الفعلية‬ ‫ملة‬ ". This study, therefore, has a limited number of error types under two categories: morphological and syntactic. However, errors under the morphological category are deemed worthy of inclusion in the tagset suggested, due to their comprehensiveness. 
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AALETA tagset
As described, there was a need to develop an error tagset that can provide users (e.g., researchers of Arabic, teachers, etc.) with easily understood broad classes or categories and comprehensive error types. The suggested taxonomy, AALETA, includes 37 types of error, divided into 6 classes or categories: orthography, morphology, syntax, semantics, style, and punctuation. AALETA has two levels of annotation in order to simplify its use and evaluation at this early stage of development. A third layer can be added later when these two layers have achieved a high percentage of accuracy in their use. Each tag consists of two Arabic characters (with an equivalent tag in English). The first character in each tag indicates the error class or category (Table 2) , while the second symbolizes the error type (see the example of morphological error in Table 3 
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Scope of error tags
The following example, from the Arabic Learner Corpus 1 , includes two errors, orthographical OT: character redundant in ‫اللتي‬ "which" ['allatī]) and stylistic TP: prosaic style in ‫أعطيت‬ ‫أنا‬ ‫لك‬ "I gave you" ['a'ṭaytu 'anā 'anta]). It demonstrates how these errors can be annotated with the appropriate tags when the error is one morpheme (first error) or more (second error). Beside the error annotation, the example here shows lemmas, part-of-speech, and grammatical function tags, and a method of word segmentation in XML (Extensible Markup Language) format:
<err type="OD" errform=" ‫ال‬ ‫لتي‬ " crrform="‫>"التي‬ <w> ‫اللتي‬ <t token="‫"اللتي‬ lemma="‫"التي‬ pos="NR" fun="VA"></t> </w> </err> <w> ‫كنت‬ <t token="‫"كن‬ lemma="‫"كان‬ pos="VP"></t> <t token="‫"ت‬ lemma="‫"ت‬ pos="RR" fun="NK"></t> </w> <w> ‫قد‬ <t token="‫"قد‬ lemma="‫"قد‬ pos="PB"></t> </w> <err type="TP" errform="‫لك‬ ‫أنا‬ ‫"أعطى‬ crrform="‫>"أعطيتك‬ <w> ‫أعطى‬ <t token="‫"أعطى‬ lemma="‫"أعطى‬ pos="VP"></t> </w> <w> ‫أنا‬ <t token="‫"أنا‬ lemma="‫"أنا‬ pos="NP" fun="NV"></t> </w> <w> ‫لك‬ <t token="‫"ل‬ lemma="‫"ل‬ pos="PP"></t> <t token="‫"ك‬ lemma="‫"ك‬ pos="RR" fun="GF"></t> </w> </err>
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Measuring understandability of AALETA
To measure the understandability of AALETA against the tagset developed by Abuhakema et al. [1] , two annotators (indicated by T1 and T2) were asked to find errors in a sample of learner texts (the same sample for each annotator), and to mark these errors with tags using the proposed refined taxonomy. Both annotators have masters' degrees and have taught Arabic as a Foreign Language for several years. However, they have not worked on corpus analysis or been involved in any similar task. This can be an advantage, as it could reveal the extent to which the tagset can be understood and useable by untrained users. The texts were taken from ALC which comprises a collection of texts written by learners of Arabic in Saudi Arabia. The corpus covers two types of students, non-native Arabic speakers (NNAS) learning Arabic as a second language (ASL) for academic purpose (AAP), and native Arabic speaking students (NAS) learning to improve their written Arabic. Both groups are males at pre-university level.
Each annotator had to tag the texts twice, using ARIDA tagset first, and AALETA second. Annotators were asked to add the same tag to each repeated error. The assumption was that both error tagsets were clear enough to both annotators, and that they understood which tag is most appropriate to use. Therefore, the error categories and types of both tagsets (ARIDA and AALETA) were not explained to the annotators. This measurement may be sufficient to check whether a tagset can be independently understood against another tagset, considering that the differences between annotators are sometimes due to the annotator's view of the error type, and not to tagset clarity.
The results show that T1 detected 80 errors, while T2 found 91, and they shared 42 errors; the comparison was performed by calculating matched tags between T1 and T2 in each tagset. When the annotators used the ARIDA tagset, they added the same error-category tags to 15 errors (36%) out of 42, and the same error-type tags to 14 errors (33%). By using AALETA, the annotators shared the same error-category tags on 27 errors (64%), and the same error-type tags on 22 errors (52%). Although AALETA achieved a higher score, it is still not perfect, which means that it needs more refinement, and that more tests are still needed using other texts and more annotators.
Determining whether a word/phrase was right or wrong was completely based on the annotator's view. It was very likely that some differences in their decisions, particularly in some categories such as semantics and style, relate to the degree of linguistic knowledge of the annotator. The disagreements might have been minimized if annotators were given texts with errors already identified and were asked to mark the appropriate tag on each error. This method can be used in future experiments to avoid such differences. When the annotators were asked "Which taxonomy was more understandable? And why?", both selected AALETA because of the logical order of its items, and its comprehensiveness. For the question "Which of them was quick and easy for annotating? And why?", they both chose AALETA, as they believe that by using AALETA it is easier to select the proper tag, and that the tags are clearer with no ambiguity or overlap.
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Conclusions and further work
This paper introduces a newly-refined tagset for error annotation developed specifically for tagging Arabic learner corpora, and draws on ARIDA and other error classification studies. While ARIDA has its own advantages, we believe that it can be improved in ways that make the annotators' task less daunting. The tagset was used for tagging texts taken from the ALC at two levels: board classes and error types. An example of the tagging process is presented. The understandability of AALETA was measured against the ARIDA tagset. Although AALETA scored higher, further work is still needed to compare the two tagsets in more detail. Also, to minimize differences in classifying errors, texts with errors already marked can be given, where the annotators' task is to identify the error category and type. This test will present more reliable data about the validity level of each tagset. Thus further work in collaboration with specialists in corpus linguistics and Arabists is still needed -to refine AALETA to increase its suitability for use in further Arabic learner corpora as a standard error tagset, and affirm its understandability over ARIDA. To make it comprehensible and offer more information about learners' errors, another layer may need to be developed and assessed in terms of comprehensibility, validity and applicability. Since the texts were written by male students in one country, diversifying those texts to include more learners from both genders and other countries may yield different results and types of errors.
